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ABSTRACT

Objective To analyse published articles that used interventions aimed at investigating biomechanical/physiological outcomes (ie, intermediate risk factors) for sport injury prevention in order to characterise the state of the field and identify important areas not covered in the literature.

Data sources PubMed, Cinahl, Web of Science and Embase were searched using a broad search strategy.

Main results Only 144 of 2525 articles retrieved by the search strategy met the inclusion criteria. Crossover study designs increased by 175% in the late 1980s until 2005 but have declined 32% since then. Randomised controlled trial (RCT) study designs increased by 650% since the early 1980s. Protective equipment studies (61.8% of all studies) declined by 35% since 2000, and training studies (35.4% of all studies) increased by 213%. Equipment research studied stability devices (83.1%) and attenuating devices (13.5%) whereas training research studied balance and coordination (54.9%), strength and power (43.1%) and stretching (15.7%). Almost all (82.1%) studies investigated the lower extremity and 78.1% were of the joint (non-bone)-ligament type. Finally, 57.5% of the reports studied contact sports, 24.2% collision and 25.8% non-contact sports.

Conclusion The decrease in crossover study design and increase in RCTs over time suggest a shift in study design for injury prevention articles. Another notable finding was the change in research focus from equipment interventions, which have been decreasing since 2000 (35% decline), to training interventions, which have been increasing (213% increase). Finally, there is very little research on overuse or upper extremity injuries.

INTRODUCTION

Although physical activity is associated with an overall reduction in mortality,1 morbidity,2,3 and an improved quality of life,4,5 it also carries an increased risk of injury and illness.6,7 The costs associated with physical activity–related injury are high. For example, in the Netherlands, every sixth hospital-treated injury is sustained during a sporting activity,8 and the indirect cost of work absence secondary to physical activity–related injury is estimated to be $525 million annually.9 The question remains as to what extent these injuries and illnesses can be prevented.

An injury occurs when the stress applied to a tissue is greater than its ability to ‘absorb’ the stress acutely or chronically. This results from complex interactions between internal and external risk factors.9 Effective injury prevention programmes typically attempt to optimise the balance of applied and absorbed stress. Prevention programmes designed to decrease stress applied to a tissue can be categorised according to the cause that is being addressed. For example, the increased stress associated with ‘abnormal limb alignment’ can be somewhat mitigated with foot orthoses; ‘poor proprioception’ can be mitigated with specific training programmes and the increased stress associated with direct contact can be mitigated with appropriate equipment and padding. Furthermore, one can grossly categorise intervention strategies into three groups: (1) equipment-related (eg, braces, orthoses, running surfaces, clothing and footwear), (2) training (eg, muscular strength and endurance, range of motion, reaction time, proprioception) and (3) rules and regulations (which lead to a change in sport culture).

Although the overall objective of injury prevention research is to decrease injury rates, studies examining injury rates as an outcome require large sample sizes, extended periods of follow-up and are quite expensive. Therefore, much of our current basis for clinical practice comes from injury prevention research that examined intermediate outcomes, that is, risk factors for injury rather than injury itself. The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of published articles (categorised by study design, intervention, injury location, injury type and sport) that used interventions aimed at investigating biomechanical/physiological outcomes (ie, intermediate risk factors) for sport injury prevention in order to characterise the state of the field. This should help future researchers to more easily identify the possible gaps in our knowledge base.

METHODS

We searched PubMed, Cinahl, Embase and Web of Science electronic databases (without any year restriction) using the search strategy in online appendix 1 to identify all potentially relevant English language articles. We excluded any article if the title clearly indicated it was not related to an injury prevention intervention, or only measured the physical standards of equipment (eg, impact forces absorbed by a helmet in a laboratory). Next, we reviewed all abstracts and included any original research article that reported descriptors of injury in humans (eg, valgus load); we excluded any...
article that only reported clinical outcomes such as injury risk or injury rate. Full text of each included article was obtained. A manual search of the bibliographies was performed to identify papers missed during the electronic search. We excluded articles related to performance enhancement but unrelated to injury (eg, studies using the outcome of strength for resistance training intervention were excluded, but those using the outcome of balance for resistance training were included), as well as articles where the main outcome measure was not directly related to injury prevention (eg, range of motion, bone mineral density, delayed onset muscle soreness, recovery or the effects of treatment for injury).

Using a standardised form (see table 1 for succinct summary and examples), one reviewer extracted data and a second reviewer assessed the work for errors; discrepancies were resolved by consensus with a third investigator. We extracted study information including age and sex of participants, injury history (first-time, recurrent), study design, type of intervention, location of injury, type of injury and sport according to the classifications below.

### Age
We classified articles according to the age range mentioned in the article (an article could have multiple classifications) using the following categories: (1) <18, (2) 18–24 and (3) ≥25. If the age range was not mentioned, we estimated age ranges based on logical assumptions (eg, a study on NCAA Division I athletes and infantry personnel was classified as 18–24; a study on senior players mean (SD) age of 25 (1.5) was classified as both 18–24 and ≥25).

### Injury history
We classified articles as ‘recurrent’ injuries if the article specifically mentioned recurrence, re-injury or second injury, and all others as first-time injury (eg, ‘healthy participants’ or ‘no history of injury within 6 months’).

### Study design
We classified a study as a randomised controlled trial (RCT) if participants were randomised into an intervention and a comparison (eg, placebo or control) group. We classified a study as a crossover design if all subjects received all treatments in random order (when possible) and as a pre-post design if the main comparison group consisted of participants before and after a single intervention. Studies in which the researcher did not apply the intervention (observational) and those that compared groups receiving different types of exposures (eg, taping vs bracing) were considered as a cohort design (this included studies with pre-post measures as long as the main comparison of interest was between groups). We considered studies that simply followed participants over time as case series, and articles that measured exposure and outcome at the same time as cross-sectional. For studies that included multiple types of analyses within one paper, we classified them based on the most important outcome.

### Intervention type
We classified an article as follows: (1) ‘equipment’ if it examined protective devices, (2) ‘training’ if the objective was to induce a neuromuscular adaptation or (3) ‘other’ (eg, nutritional supplementation). We further classified equipment and training interventions into several categories. Equipment articles were categorised as follows: (1.1) stability device, (1.2) attenuating device and (1.3) other. Training articles were categorised as follows: (2.1) balance/coordination, (2.2) strength/power, (2.3) stretching and (2.4) other. In cases where the training programmes could be categorised into more than one group, we used all of the relevant categories (ie, studies that used a wobble board and plyometric exercises were categorised as both balance/coordination and strength/power).

### Injury locations and injury type
We used categories similar to previous publications. In brief, locations included head/neck/spine, trunk, upper extremity, lower extremity and other. Injury types included central–peripheral nervous systems, contusion–laceration–abrasion, fracture–bone stress, joint (non-bone)–ligament, muscle–tendon and other.

### Sport type
We extracted each sport mentioned and grouped them for analysis according to online appendix 2. Collision sports were grouped together and included both alpine skiing and snowboarding because of the risk of high-speed falls/collision. Sports that involved very little risk of contact were grouped together (eg, swimming, squash), as were sports where the contact occurs frequently but collision is rare (eg, basketball, baseball). Military studies were removed from this categorisation.

### RESULTS
The search strategy is illustrated in figure 1. Our search yielded 2525 articles, and 330 were considered relevant after the title...
and abstract search. The bibliography search yielded an additional 71 papers (total n=401) that were potentially appropriate. Of these, after reading the full text, 118 were excluded because they did not meet our inclusion criteria and 139 articles measured clinical outcomes instead of intermediate outcomes. We reviewed the remaining 144 papers in detail.

**Population demographics (age, sex, injury history)**
Among the articles that included age (n=134/144), 9.7% only included participants aged ≤18, 25.4% only included participants aged 18-24, 4.5% only included participants aged ≥25 and more than 50% included participants across two or more age group categories. With respect to sex (n=144), 32.6% of the articles had exclusively male participants, 20.8% had exclusively female participants and 46.5% included both male and female participants. Of the 123 articles that clearly mentioned the participants’ injury history, 72.4% focused on preventing first-time injuries and 27.6% included recurrent injury prevention programmes (either alone or in combination with new injuries).

**Study design**
Overall, 57.6% of the injury prevention programmes used a crossover study design, 22.9% an RCT design, 11.1% a pre-post design and 8.3% used either a cohort or cross-sectional study design. The number of articles published per 5-year interval stratified by study design is shown in figure 2. Historically, the most common study design for biomechanical injury prevention programme studies was the crossover design. Before 2005, 71% of the articles used this type of design. From 2005 to 2010, RCTs have increased and crossover studies have decreased such that the number has been about equal over this time period.

**Intervention type**
Figure 3 illustrates the number of studies published over time stratified by the type of intervention. Protective equipment was the focus of 61.8% of the included articles (n=89), training was the focus of 35.4% (n=51), and there were four in the other category (one on bicycle saddle angle, two on supplementation and one on landing conditions).

Figure 4 further details the types of equipment (figure 4A) and training-related (figure 4B) research. Within the equipment studies, 83.1% used a stability device. Research into stability devices peaked between 1996 and 2000 and has since decreased by approximately 65%. The total number of articles in either the ‘attenuating device’ or ‘other’ group was ≤5 during any 5-year period. For training studies, balance and coordination interventions began to increase in the early 1990s, whereas articles related to strength and power or stretching began to increase in the early 2000s. The total number of articles in any one group remained low over any 5-year period (ie, always ≤15).

![Figure 1](http://bjsm.bmj.com/)

**Figure 1** Process used for inclusion and exclusion of articles. In the end, 144 articles were selected for analysis.

![Figure 2](http://bjsm.bmj.com/)

**Figure 2** The data are grouped into 5-year intervals to illustrate trends over time. Publications were categorised as crossover studies, randomised controlled trials (RCTs), pre-post (measured before and after intervention) and other (cohort or cross-sectional).

![Figure 3](http://bjsm.bmj.com/)

**Figure 3** Equipment studies are those using protective devices for interventions and include footwear, training and running surfaces, braces and mechanical devices. Training studies are those where the interventions were designed to induce a neuromuscular adaptation.
Injury location and type
Of the 139 articles that mentioned injury location, 92.1% investigated lower extremity injuries and of those, 78.1% were of the joint (non-bone)–ligament type. Of the remaining articles, four were related to the head/neck/spine, one was related to the trunk and two were related to the upper extremity.

Sports
Figure 5 provides additional details about articles with respect to sport and injury site. Of the 66 articles that mentioned sport, 57.5% included contact sports, 24.2% collision sports and 25.8% non-contact sports (the total is >100% because some studies included more than one type of sport). The vast majority of articles targeted the lower extremities (n=59, 89.4%) and were designed for contact sport athletes (n=37, 62.7%). These studies almost exclusively studied risk factors for joint (non-bone)–ligament injuries.

DISCUSSION
Our review yielded three significant findings. Given the importance of sport injury prevention research, the most surprising finding was that only 144 publications were found where interventions were designed to identify factors that would lead to a reduction in injury risk. Second, whereas earlier studies used the crossover design to study equipment-related factors, the recent trend is towards studying training-related factors in randomised controlled study designs. Finally, the vast majority of studies examined risk factors for lower extremity injuries in contact sports.

The recent decrease in crossover studies in favour of RCTs (figure 2) is interesting given that crossover studies are generally considered a stronger study design when appropriate. Whereas an RCT compares an intervention group to a control group, crossover designs allow the patient to act as his or her own control, which can reduce bias. However, it is generally recommended that subjects need to return to baseline before the second intervention is applied. Therefore, crossover designs are often used when comparing stability or attenuating devices (which represented the majority of studies before 2000 as seen in figure 3), whereas RCT designs are often used for training interventions (which represent a rapidly increasing proportion of studies since 2000) because it is inappropriate for researchers to ‘detrain’ subjects after an injury prevention training intervention.

Figure 3 shows that equipment studies have been decreasing since 2000 whereas training studies have been increasing. These results demonstrate that the intermediate outcome research follows the more general pattern of injury prevention research recently demonstrated by Klügl et al.12 There are two possible general reasons for this shift from a more passive form of prevention (equipment) to an active form (training). First, the rapid increase in equipment studies between 1996 and 2000 might reflect the vast amount of research done on ankle and knee stability devices when technology began to allow more precise measurements that were not previously possible.13 The recent decline might simply reflect the fact that many of the questions have now been adequately answered with the current technology. Should truly innovative protective equipment be developed, one would expect another rapid increase in these types of studies. Alternatively, Klügl et al12 suggested that equipment-related research is often funded by industry in order to test their products. Once a type of equipment is selling well, industry may simply invest research and development funds into updating and marketing these products, without investing more funds into efficacy or effectiveness research. Regardless of the reason for the decrease in equipment-related research, such a decline would naturally result in researchers looking at other interventions, such as training studies. The finding that...
training studies are increasing proportionately in all three categories is likely a reflection of the paucity of data before 2000 (≤5 articles for any subcategory of training in any period), and our lack of understanding as to which measures are most related to an actual decrease in injury risk and rates.

We also found that 92.1% of articles specifically studying an injury location were restricted to the lower extremity, and 82% of articles studied collision or contact sports (figure 5). The lack of research into intermediate outcomes in non-contact sports (ie, where more overuse injuries are expected) and upper extremity injuries represents an important gap in our knowledge. For example, proprioception is considered as an important aspect of prevention in the lower extremity based on previous research.14 15 Although some clinicians incorporate proprioceptive training for the upper extremity as well,16 17 our findings suggest that the effectiveness of these programmes has not been sufficiently documented.

Finally, there is usually a delay between a landmark article on a topic and subsequent large increase in research in that field. Ekstrand10 published the first injury prevention programme that focused on a training protocol as the intervention. About a decade later, we see a sharp spike in the number of published manuscripts. The expansion of research related to stretching and prevention occurred 10 years after Shrier20 published the first balance and coordination training intervention. About a decade later, we see a spike in the number of published balance and coordination training interventions (see figure 4B). The expansion of research related to stretching and prevention occurred 10 years after Shrier20 published a review article that suggested stretching before exercise is unlikely to reduce the risk of injury. These delayed results are not specific to sport medicine and have been reported in other areas of medical research.21 Although there are many reasons for delays between research and subsequent action,21 at least part of the reason in this context is the time required to write a grant, obtain funding, carry out the study and then publish the results.

LIMITATIONS

Although we used a broad search strategy over several electronic databases and scanned the bibliographies of included papers, we may have missed some articles. In order to maximise efficiency, we used a second reviewer to validate all data extraction rather than rely on independent data abstraction. Finally, we limited our study to English language publications and would have missed articles in other languages.

In summary, our findings suggest that research examining intermediate outcomes for equipment-related interventions is declining and training-related interventions are increasing. Almost all research is focused on contact or collision sports and injuries of the lower extremity. There is almost no injury prevention research for intermediate outcomes for the upper extremity or overuse injuries, and few injury prevention studies related to head, neck, trunk and spine injuries. Moreover, the fact that only 144 publications of this nature exist suggests that despite many articles published in the context of injury prevention in sport, few are actually designed to study biomechanical and physiological interventions for sport injury.
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# Appendix I: Search Strategy

## Search Strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Search String</th>
<th>Number of articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CINAHL</td>
<td>(baseball OR football OR soccer OR hockey OR basketball OR skiing OR snowboarding OR tennis OR rugby OR softball OR wrestling OR rowing OR fencing OR lacrosse OR swimming OR racquet OR diving OR sport* OR athletic* OR athlete* OR recreation* activity) AND (Athletic injuries OR injuries OR injury OR injured OR strain OR contusion OR concussion) AND (prevention OR preventive OR preventative) and (Random* Control* Trial*) OR (Control* Clinical* Trial*) OR (Random Allocation) OR (Double-blind) OR (Single-Blind))</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBMED</td>
<td>(((randomized controlled trial.pt.) OR (controlled clinical trial.pt.) OR (randomized controlled trial/) OR (random allocation/) OR (Double-blind method/) OR (single-blind method/) OR (clinical trial.pt.) OR (explode Clinical Trials/) OR (clinical$ adj25 trial$) AND .tw.) OR (((singl$ OR double$ OR trebl$ OR tripl$) AND (mask$ OR blind$)) AND .tw.) OR (Placebos/) OR (Placebo$.tw.) OR (random$.tw.) OR (research design/) OR ((latin adj square) AND .tw.) OR ((Comparative Study/) OR (explode Evaluation Studies/) OR (Follow-up studies/) OR (prospective studies/) OR (control$ OR prospective$ OR volunteer$) AND .tw.) OR (cross-over studies/)) NOT (Animal/ NOT Human/) AND ((baseball OR football OR soccer OR hockey OR basketball OR skiing OR snowboarding) OR tennis OR rugby OR softball OR wrestling OR rowing OR fencing OR lacrosse OR swimming OR racquet OR diving OR sport$ OR athletic$ OR athlete$ OR recreation$ activity) AND (Athletic injuries[MeSH]) OR (injuries) OR (injury) OR (injured) OR (sprain) OR (strain) OR (contusion) OR (concussion)) AND (prevention OR preventive OR preventative)</td>
<td>2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEB OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Topic=((Sport* OR Athletic* OR Athlete) AND (Injur*) AND (Prevent*)) AND Topic=(Random* Control* Trial*) OR (Control* Clinical* Trial*) OR (Random Allocation) OR (Double-blind) OR (Single-Blind))</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMBASE</td>
<td>((baseball or football or soccer or hockey or basketball or skiing or snowboarding or tennis or rugby or softball or wrestling or rowing or fencing or lacrosse or swimming or racquet or diving or sport* or athletic* or athlete* or recreation* activity) and (Athletic injuries or injuries or injury or injured or strain or contusion or concussion) and (prevention or preventive or preventative) and (Random* Control* Trial* or Control* Clinical* Trial* or Random Allocation or Double-blind or Single-Blind)).mp. [mp=title, abstract, subject headings, heading word, drug trade name, original title, device manufacturer, drug manufacturer name]</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix II: Sport Categorization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collision Sports</th>
<th>Contact Sports</th>
<th>Non-Contact Sports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Football (n=10)</td>
<td>Soccer (n=15)</td>
<td>Cycling (n=11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugby (n=4)</td>
<td>Basketball (n=14)</td>
<td>Swimming (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hockey (n=2)</td>
<td>Volleyball (n=11)</td>
<td>Track &amp; Field (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpine Skiing/Snowboarding*</td>
<td>Handball (n=3)</td>
<td>Squash, Cricket (n=1 each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Netball (n=5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseball/Swimming, Figure Skating, Judo (n=1 each)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were no injury prevention interventions for the following sports:

- Bandy, Bobsleigh, Boxing, Horseback Riding, Luge, Martial Arts, Rodeo
- Fencing, Field Hockey, Floorball, Gymnastics, Kayaking, Lacrosse, Weightlifting, Wrestling
- Archery, Badminton, Curling, Dance Sports, Golf, Racquetball, Rowing, Sailing, Shooting, Tennis, Water polo

* Risk of high speed falls/collisions